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•Brainstorm on title and section headings
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Outline (main sections) of chapter 5

1  Introduction

2. Why need an integrated approach
• connected to chapter 1-4 and 9

3. System thinking: general conceptual model 

* connected to chapters 6,7,8

4. Changes/interventions in the system 

• connected to chapter 9 theory of change

5. conclusion
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1  Introduction

• Motivate the chapter
• Why need system thinking

• Why need an evaluation framework

• Connection to other chapters



2. Why need an integrated approach; 
actors/stakeholders
1) Motivation

i. Why a system view and integrated approach is needed? Problems with the silo approach and 
potential benefit of integrated approach

Visual – powerful message about how things are interconnected; shared problems and solutions; 
unintended consequences of incentives, etc.

2) What should be included in the system and be accounted for in decision-making
1) Diagram of neo-classical economic model (things are substitutable but…) and the expanded 

representation
2) What has been left out in the current system or not accounted for in decision-making (e.g., 

natural capital contribution to ag/food; environmental impact of ag/food)
3) Actors/stakeholders
4) Bring all elements together (chapter 1 on TEEB, chapter 2 on SDGs etc. and chapter 3, and 

chapter 3.5 on equity/social, chapter 4 on health) – they are “what” or elements of the system
5) Gender, institutions, equity, resilience, etc. as cross-cutting themes
6) High level frameworks like the donut economy – picture
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Donut model



3. System thinking: General conceptual model 
Framing the system, general but can be downscaled, customized to capture unique 
features of local context/systems and applied to different systems or contexts 

• blocks in the value chain: production, processing/distribution, consumption

• Inputs /Outputs of each block above

• dimensions such as economic, social (health, equity, gender, employment) and 
environment

• connections between components (arrows)
1) Use a diagram to say this is complex; explain what is in the diagram; expanding from traditional foundation
2) To create a shared understanding of how the system works,  what is driving problem, change; describe reality; we 

need solution 
3) From a theoretical model (expanded traditional model) to our system diagram of I/O to dynamic system  (e.g., 

trajectories; feedback loops, evolutionary, locked-in; entry point to break cycle; path-dependency;)
1) Donut model: push out on human development while pushing in on environemtnal/ecological indicators
2) System mapping, examples of changing parameters; describe consequences and side-effects; do we stop here 

or close the loop; to improve the situation, only option is to develop a framework (when you evaluate 
alternative options, need a compreheaive framework)

3) Describe the value chain 





4. Changes and interventions: general model which can be downscaled 
and customize to capture unique features of local context/systems

4.1 from general conceptual model to “real” systems
• Downscaling the general/conceptual system and apply to different system;

• Representative systems
o spatial, temporal and value-chain parameters and boundaries. 

o Types of farmers including landless farmers

o cultural features & socio-economic contexts 

o dependencies and impacts of these different systems occurring at different scales (e.g. farm, 
landscape, watershed) and in varying geographical and geo-political contexts.

4.2 Diagram and examples of how and where you tweak parameters 
(intervention; policy response) in the system to induce change; desired 
outcomes; identify unintended consequences with a system view

• locked in; trajectory; path-dependency; adaptation; threshold; tipping point etc. 





5. Key messages

• Confronting complexity

• Our goals are ambitious and overarching (SDGs and donut economy)

• We need a solution
• Think system, map system, integrate system, transform system, measure results (FHI360)
• Need shared understanding of how the system works,  what is driving problem, change; 
• Propose solution – comprehensive and universal framework
• existing framework and what a successful framework should look like

Discussing successful evaluation frameworks across diverse contexts (eg: IFRS ; CICES) and 
others not so successful. Merits and limitations of proposed TEEBAgriFood evaluation 
framework and lexicon as a universal guide for evaluating agricultural systems, practices, 
products, policy scenarios against a comprehensive range of impacts and dependencies 
along value chains.

make connection to chapters 2,3 and 9 particularly



Extra slides



2. System thinking and integrated approach

2.1 Define our system and its components: 
1) Use a diagram to say this is complex; explain what is in the diagram; expanding from traditional foundation
2) To create a shared understanding of how the system works,  what is driving problem, change; Framing the system; 

describe reality; we need solution 
3) From a theoretical model (expanded traditional model) to our system diagram of I/O to dynamic system  (e.g., 

trajectories; feedback loops, evolutionary, locked-in; entry point to break cycle; path-dependency;)
1) Donut model: push out on human development while pushing in on environemtnal/ecological indicators
2) System mapping, examples of changing parameters; describe consequences and side-effects; do we stop here or close the loop; to 

improve the situation, only option is to develop a framework (when you evaluate alternative options, need a compreheaive
framework)

3) Describe the value chain 

4) Downscaling the system and apply the framework to different system; can be customized and used in different system

5) Boundary: narrative and graph defining the boundary: natural capital supporting agriculture (land-based production of 
primary goods and services, managed by humans), agricultural/production, processing and distribution, consumption

6) and boundary

Examples or case studies (connected to other chapters)

Using 
Examples



2. System thinking

2.1 Define our system and its components: 
1) Shared understanding of how the system works,  what is driving problem, change; Framing the system; describe reality; we need solution – diagram, expanded from 

the conventional model

2) System mapping, examples of changing parameters; describe consequences and side-effects; do we stop here or close the loop; to improve the situalion, only option 
is to develop a framework

3) Boundary: narrative and graph defining the boundary: natural capital supporting agriculture (land-based production of primary goods and services, managed by 
humans), agricultural/production, processing and distribution, consumption

4) and boundary

5) Natural capital (physical inputs, ecological functions/ES, 

6) agricultural/production

7) Outputs:
1) Food, Fiber, medicinal plant, feedstock for livestock

2) Intermediate and end use

3) Losses and wates

4) Cradle to cradle; industrial ecology; lifecycle analysis– define boundary for processing and distribution

8) processing and distribution, 

9) consumption 

10) actors

Examples or case studies (connected to other chapters)



2. System thinking

1) Different forms of systems

2) Spatial, temporal dimensions

3) Contexts of system ( cultural features & socio-economic)

4) Relationship (dependencies and impacts) of different sub-systems 
or components

5) Relationship (dependencies and impacts) of different systems 
occurring at different scales (e.g. farm, landscape, watershed) and 
in varying geographical and geo-political contexts.

Examples or case studies (connected to other chapters)



3. Why a framework? Exploring the implications of 
systems thinking on the question of what to value and 
why, i.e., ‘framework’. 
1) Review existing frameworks

2) Defining ‘success’ for frameworks. 

3) Discussing successful evaluation frameworks across diverse contexts 
(eg: IFRS ; CICES) and others not so successful. 

4) Merits and limitations of proposed TEEBAgriFood evaluation 
framework and lexicon as a universal guide for evaluating 
agricultural systems, practices, products, policy scenarios against a 
comprehensive range of impacts and dependencies along value 
chains.

Examples or case studies (connected to other chapters)



Outline (main sections)

1. Introduction

2. System thinking and integrated approach

3. Why a framework/establishment of the need

4. conclusion

Open discussion: the sequence 
of section 2 and 3:
1. Introdue our tool 

(framework) first and then 
justify it with system

2. Or introduce the need (to 
manage complexibity) and 
system thinking is a method, 
user perspective. System 
thinking is an approach to 
develop the framework 



Transitioning chapter on from system thinking 
to why
• Viewing ecosystems, human systems and agri-food systems as an 

interconnected whole rather than as independent domains for ‘silo’ 
analysis. 
• boundary, scales (spatial and temporal), contexts, and interactions among sub-

systems
• Drivers of change both external and internal to the system

• Exploring the implications of systems thinking on the question of what to 
value and why, i.e., ‘framework’. 
• Discussing successful evaluation frameworks across diverse contexts
• Merits and limitations of the proposed framework 
• Lexicon as a universal guide for evaluating agricultural systems, practices, products, 

policy scenarios



Wireframe

• Viewing ecosystems, human systems and agri-food systems as an interconnected 
whole rather than as independent domains for ‘silo’ analysis. Identifying and 
evaluating spatial, temporal and value-chain parameters and boundaries for our 
proposed analysis. Recognizing and classifying the very different forms, 
typologies, cultural features & socio-economic contexts of agri-food systems. 
Recognizing and classifying dependencies and impacts of these different systems 
occurring at different scales (e.g. farm, landscape, watershed) and in varying 
geographical and geo-political contexts.

• Exploring the implications of systems thinking on the question of what to value 
and why, i.e., ‘framework’. Defining ‘success’ for frameworks. Discussing 
successful evaluation frameworks across diverse contexts (eg: IFRS ; CICES) and 
others not so successful. Merits and limitations of proposed TEEBAgriFood
evaluation framework and lexicon as a universal guide for evaluating agricultural 
systems, practices, products, policy scenarios against a comprehensive range of 
impacts and dependencies along value chains.


